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Stay within a duct velocity of 
1000-1500 ft./min. to reduce noise 
from high speed/turbulent airflow 

and minimize static pressure 
loss/drop. A good target for static 

pressure drop is 
0.10 in H20/100 linear ft.
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professional education events 
across the country. To learn more 

about the events listed below, 
e-mail Hixson at:

info@hixson-inc.com

Prepared Foods
"New Products Conference"

Chicago, IL
September 30-October 2, 2019

Coming Soon!
Hixson's Food Plant of the 

Future Webinar: "Navigating 
the Complexities of Hazardous 

Materials Storage & Use 
Compliance"

November 7, 2019
Register Today!

HVAC Unit and Duct Layout
The location of Air Handling Units (AHUs) and ductwork distribution are key elements in the 
creation of effective process-area HVAC systems.  Specifically, AHUs should be located:

• As close as possible to the areas served to reduce the amount of ductwork and 
requirements for fan energy.

• Outside food processing areas (e.g., in an equipment room or on the roof).  Such areas 
must be cleaned frequently, and AHUs are typically not designed to be located inside of 
washdown areas.

For distribution ductwork in process areas, the key goal is to minimize the amount of surfaces 
where dust may accumulate. To achieve this goal:

• Limit ductwork to vertical drops to distribution devices.
• Locate horizontal ducts on the roof or in a walkable ceiling above the process area 

ceiling.

In addition, keeping ductwork to a minimum not only reduces first costs for materials and 
installation (see table below), but also reduces inspection and maintenance costs over the 
life of the system.

APPROXIMATE DUCT COST PER LINEAR FOOT

Air Volume (cfm) Duct Size (in)1
Installed Cost2 (in dollars)

GMP Galv - MJ 304 SST - Weld
10,000 32x30 174 762
5,000 24x24 114 590
1,000 14x12 63 321
500 10x10 40 247

…where GMP=Good Manufacturing Practice, MJ=Mechanical Joint and SST=Stainless Steel.
1Based on a friction loss of 0.10 in H2O/100 linear ft.
2Average cost for a project with 1000-5000 lb. of ductwork, 15 ft. average installation height, and insulation. 

Good ductwork design practices for hygiene and cleanability would also include the following:

• Minimize return-air ductwork. Returns are typically formed using stainless steel for 
those ducts inside washdown spaces…areas where there will be high moisture content 
in the air stream going back to the unit.  Keeping return duct runs short helps minimize 
the distance that moisture- and chemical-laden air must travel through the ductwork and 
reduces the amount of expensive SST.  

• For necessary horizontal ducts in process areas, provide suitable insulation and 
watertight PVC or SST jacketing so that these ducts can be washed down. To minimize 
the pooling of water on the ductwork, provide a “crown” using insulation, sloping to one 
or both sides to shed water.

• Use radius (not square/vaned) elbows to maximize cleanability and minimize pressure 
drop. 

• Use access doors at 10-15 ft. intervals on straight runs, and adjacent to internal 
components (e.g., dampers) and at elbows or changes of direction.  

• Avoid internal protrusions (e.g., sheet-metal screws, ductwork flanges) that can collect 
dust for improved cleanability.
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